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environment

Researchers are testing new ways of flying
and using innovative technologies to reduce
aviation’s impact on the environment

T

he gathering climate crisis is unignorable. Wildfires
rage across Siberia, the USA and Europe, while some
other regions recover from unparalleled floods. Aviation
contributes under 3% to global CO2 emissions, but is
under pressure to reduce its impact and justify its survival. It will take time
to develop green propulsion systems and sustainable fuels – longer still to
upscale and replace existing fleets of aircraft. Meanwhile, industry
stakeholders are collaboratively exploring mitigation strategies via air
traffic management (ATM) and eco-efficient aircraft operations.
Operational and technological solutions could reduce aviation emissions
by up to 11%, European Organization for Safety of Air Navigation
(EUROCONTROL) research suggests.
“Essentially, it means flying the most fuel-efficient trajectory, considered
in three dimensions,” says EUROCONTROL’s head of aviation sustainability,
Marylin Bastin. “Generally, if aircraft taxi out efficiently, fly optimum
trajectories, descend continuously and taxi in efficiently, they burn less fuel.
One objective of ATM is to enable this.”

HOLDING PATTERN

Fintraffic ANS, Finland’s air navigation service provider (ANSP), manages
traffic at 22 civilian airports. “We control 300,000 civilian movements
annually and provide air traffic services to the military,” says Fintraffic CEO
Raine Luojus. Rules for Finnish airspace are designed to optimize
eco-efficient operations for its primary customer, Finnair.
“The optimum climbing profile is different for every aircraft,” Luojus
explains. “In cruise-flight, the shortest route is usually the most efficient,
but winds can affect the flight-profile. Finnair want to descend continuously
on idle power.” Helsinki-Vantaa Airport facilitates continuous descent for
77% of arrivals, second only in Europe to Oslo.
“If aircraft circle on holding-patterns, it wastes fuel,” he continues. “We
aim to avoid that, even in afternoon peaks when Helsinki-Vantaa can
accept 52 aircraft per hour.” Arrivals are sequenced early, those from
Estonia in coordination with Tallinn Area Control upon departure. “We use
parallel runways, radar-vectoring or reduce aircraft speed to provide an
optimal approach.”
In the future, arrival route and timing data could be sent direct to
aircraft flight-decks minutes after departure. “Our ATM system and Airbus
flight management systems [FMS] are both made by Thales,” says Luojus.
“We need these tools to communicate for more precise adjustments in
cruise-flight.”
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Worldwide, Thales systems control
40% of airspace and two-thirds of all
flights. “The eco-friendly systems we
create will have an enormous impact,”
says Thales air mobility solutions
research and innovation director, Béatrice
Pesquet-Popescu. “By providing digital
tools for collaboration between ground
and airborne systems, we can contribute
to a 10% emissions-reduction by 2023.”
Change must encompass non-CO2
impacts like contrails, which exacerbate
global heating. “Firstly, we need to
disseminate a single source of truth, a
CO2-equivalent index for all emissions, so
that all stakeholders understand the
trade-offs,” says Pesquet-Popescu.

MORE EFFICIENT FLIGHT

Planning eco-efficient trajectories at scale
is no easy task. “It means identifying
technologies and procedures to eliminate
inefficiencies in every phase of flight,”
says Single European Sky ATM Research
Joint Undertaking (SESAR JU)
environment programme manager,
Philippe Lenne.
“It requires synchronized dataexchange between ground and air to
ensure maximum impact. Parameters
such as weather conditions, airframe and
load-factor must all be considered.” There
are many operational constraints,
including restricted airspace or
competing traffic at airports.
“We have to optimize traffic globally,”
says Pesquet-Popescu. “Today, we optimize
individual flights. But if everyone does
likewise, hotspots lead to delays and all
efficiencies are lost.”
Pesquet-Popescu believes that global
optimization can only be realized by
artificial intelligence (AI). Thales is
working on such systems and the
standards prerequisite to deployment.

“Essentially, to resolve a conflict, we
would provide a proposed deviation
trajectory indexed to an equivalent CO2
value. We also need incentives for airlines
and ANSPs to favor eco-friendly
behavior,” she adds.
For Alaska Airlines, AI-enabled
eco-efficiency is already a reality. “Our
history of flying in unforgiving
environments makes us self-reliant and
industrious,” says Alaska Airlines flight
operations strategy and innovation
director, Pasha Saleh. “For Alaska, route
optimization was the next frontier.”
Previously, dispatchers used largely
static information, flipping between
disparate tabs in a manual process which
failed to account for other airspace users,
contributing to airborne delays. But
Alaska’s new Airspace Intelligence
routing platform Flyways AI integrates
multiple tools with a dynamic,
AI-powered National Airspace System
traffic model to recommend tailored
trajectories.
“It’s like Waze for the sky,” says Saleh.
“Flyways optimizes not for what’s
happening, but what’s going to happen.”
An initial six-month trial saw Alaska
save 5.3 minutes per average flight, emit
4,600 fewer tonnes of CO2 and consume
480,000 gallons less of jet-fuel despite
pandemic traffic. “We have network-wide
awareness and avoid weather, turbulence,
restricted airspace and airport congestion
based on mid-flight information,” says
Saleh. “Machine-learning means Flyways
learns from our dispatchers and
continuously improves. We anticipate that
it will become the de facto system for
all airlines.”

CONTRAIL CONTROL

Yet climate-friendly flight is not simply
about reducing fuel-burn. “One-third of

aviation’s climate impact comes from CO2
emissions,” says German Aerospace
Centre (DLR) head of atmospheric
physics, Robert Sausen. “Contrails are the
most significant non-CO2 effect.”
Contrails only form when aircraft
bisect ice-supersaturated regions (ISSRs),
emitting soot or sulphur particles which
provide nuclei for airborne water vapor to
condense into ice crystals. These form
contrails, which can evolve into contrailcirrus clouds and trap heat in the
atmosphere. This is a process called
radiative forcing.
“Numerical simulation suggests
avoiding contrails could reduce climate
impacts by 50% at the expense of 1 – 2%
additional fuel-burn,” says Sausen.
A DLR and EUROCONTROL
Maastricht Upper Area Control (MUAC)
trial aims to reduce the effect in practice.
From January to December this year,
night-flights over the Benelux states,
northern Germany and the North Sea
will be diverted to avoid narrow altitudes
where German Meteorological Service
forecasts suggest ISSRs may occur.
“MUAC implements those flight-levels
as prohibited airspace and deviates
aircraft accordingly,” Sausen explains. “It
is only a vertical deviation and only at
night, when traffic is less dense and there
is most benefit because contrails don’t
reflect sunlight, which sometimes cools
the atmosphere.” The exercise is
performed every second night, allowing
its impact to be compared with that of
normal operations by analyzing imagery
from Meteosat geostationary satellites.
“Our deep learning algorithm not only
discovers line-shaped contrails, but also
their evolution into persistent, widening
clouds,” says Sausen.
The project has not been all plain
sailing. “We could do nothing during
1 // Air traffic controllers at Finnair have been
accounting for wind to reduce
fuel-burn when planning aircraft routes
2 // Alaska Airlines has tested AI-enabled
flight optimization software to reduce fuel
consumption on its routes
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“Avoiding contrails could reduce
climate impacts by 50% at the expense
of 1-2% additional fuel burn”
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“The driver for fuel-saving
used to be cost, but now
it is the environment”

3

SURFING ON AIR

4
3 // Finnair pilots are
trained to taxi using
only one engine to reduce
CO2 emissions
4 // Contrails are the most
significant non-CO2
emission from aircraft
because they contribute
to the formation of
clouds that trap heat into
the atmosphere
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thunderstorms, which already keep pilots
busy, and forecasting humidity in the
upper atmosphere is rather complicated,”
Sausen says.
Some images suggest a reduction in
contrails, but further observation is
needed for statistical tools to establish
success beyond the realm of chance.
“We are initially interested in the
feasibility of ISSR-prediction in the
vertical dimension and operating tactical
clearances,” says MUAC senior project
manager, Rüdiger Ehrmanntraut.
“Everything is challenging – ISSRdetection in real-time, contrail-detection
in post-analysis, operational feasibility in
high-density airspace. Yet, despite the
many challenges, contrail-prevention is
possibly the easiest, cheapest and most
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NASA, the US Air Force and Airbus have conducted air-wake surfing
for efficiency (AWSE) flights, whereby one aircraft follows another and
derives lift from its two counter-rotating wake vortices, but unsolved
questions remain before commercial formation flight can proceed.
The recent Formation Flight Impact on Climate (FORMIC) Project at
German aviation research agency DLR investigated the potential for
commercial aircraft to exploit AWSE.
“We identified formation candidates and estimated fuel-reductions
based on formation geometry, segment-lengths, altitude, speed and
aircraft type using surrogate models,” says DLR project manager,
Dr Tobias Marks. “Our partners at RWTH Aachen University used
aerodynamic simulations to predict the emissions resulting from
selected formations and DLR’s AirClim tool calculated the climate
impact over time.”
It showed that AWSE delivers an average 5% of fuel-savings on
long-haul flights and total climate impact reductions of up to 24%.
“Contrails grow by taking up water-vapor in the ambient air,” Marks
explains. “When two aircraft emit in one airmass, available water-vapor
is limited and contrails spread less widely.”

promising way that we can reduce the
climate-change effects.”
If trials prove successful, contrail
avoidance may be integrated into
mathematical cost-functions used in
flight-planning today. “Simply changing
the cost-function from operational to
climate costs, with a proper metric to
translate non-CO2 effects into a CO2 value,
would provide the most climate-friendly
route,” says Sausen. But will airlines be
ready to adopt it? “It will become realistic

when non-CO2 effects are included in the
European emission-trading system, so
that it then pays to be climate-optimal,”
he replies.

WAKE ENERGY

The FORMIC Project (see box Surfing on
air) explored the potential of wake-energy
retrieval, a concept borrowed from
migratory birds, who achieve a 30%
range-enhancement by using formation
flight. “Two aircraft, for example from

environment

5 // The use of electric tugs for ground aircraft

GROUND MOVEMENTS

movements and electric motors fitted to landing
gear can significantly reduce CO2 emissions

European air traffic research organization SESAR’s Advanced Engine-Off Navigation (AEON)
project is exploring sustainable taxiing technologies and developing a Concept of Operations for
combining them in airport surface operations management.
“ICAO data reveals a total of 140 million aircraft ground-movements in 2019,” says
the project’s coordinator, Mathieu Cousy. “These movements represent about 5%
of aircraft fuel-consumption, or 5 million jet-fuel liters and 18,500 tonnes of CO2
emissions each day.”
AEON will consider novel technologies, including electric or hybrid tugs and
e-taxi systems that consist of an additional engine-mounted electric motor and
onboard control system.
The project is also examining single-engine taxiing. “It only reduces
fuel-consumption and noxious emissions by 20% and cannot be performed on the
complete taxi-phase, since engines need to warm up or cool down,” says Cousy. “We
consider it a fall-back solution where other green techniques are inapplicable.”

11%

reduction in aviation
emissions possible
by using operational
solutions alongside
technical ones

480,000
gallons

less jet fuel used
during a six month trial
of AI air traffic route
optimization software
Flyways
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Heathrow and Charles De Gaulle airports,
rendezvous at a waypoint over the
Atlantic then fly in formation,” explains
DLR FORMIC project manager, Dr Tobias
Marks. “Surfing the leader’s wake vortex
upwash enables the follower to reduce
thrust and thereby fuel consumption.”
The aircraft eventually separate and
head to different destinations in the USA.
Airbus aims to interrogate wake-energy
retrieval through its Fello’fly
demonstration project.
The technique requires new
separation minimums, ATC procedures,
automated station-keeping – and could
have design implications. “The follower
experiences asymmetric loading and an
induced rolling moment, which ailerons
must compensate for,” says Marks. “It
creates a different stress-history which
could affect fatigue lifetime. In future,
optimal formation-fliers may have smaller
fuel-capacity, saving structural weight, or
larger ailerons to compensate rolling
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moment.” Likewise, Sausen speculates
that wings could be differently-angled to
help create contrail-free skies.
Captain Tom Hakala trains Finnair
pilots to fly aircraft eco-efficiently. “The
small decisions pilots make significantly
reduce fuel consumption when repeated
on thousands of flights,” he says. “We
have taxied-in on only one engine for
years and now do the same for taxi-out,
which requires simulation training.”
Fuel-saving plans involving aircraft
auxiliary power units were shelved to
prioritize air-conditioning during the
Covid-19 pandemic. “We optimize descent
from cruise-altitude to landing on idle
power, using potential energy to glide
down,” Hakala continues. “If we level-off
during descent, we increase power and
fuel consumption.”
The fueling decision is ultimately the
Captain’s prerogative. “Taking more fuel
means aircraft weigh more and consume
more fuel. We don’t train pilots to take

the minimum, but to think
about the decision, based
on daily conditions.”
Electronic flight-bags
on Finnair Airbus
A350s feature a profile
optimization tool. “It
uses aircraft sensor data
to calculate optimal
profiles and speeds during
flight, when weather
conditions may differ from
flight-planning,” Hakala explains.
In aviation, everything multiplies:
single-engine taxiing saves Finnair one
million kilograms of fuel each year. But
the magnitude diminishes beside overall
emissions. “An average A350 long-haul
flight consumes about 50,000kg of fuel,”
says Hakala. “If we do the perfect taxi-in
and taxi-out, profile optimization and
continuous descent, we might save
500kg.” This seems bleakly marginal when forests are on fire. “The driver for
fuel-saving used to be cost, but now it’s
the environment,” Hakala replies. “Unless
we take care now, we won’t fly in future.”
But, some critics of aviation may
claim operational trimming is a futile
exercise. “Two percent of global emissions
is not much – 10% of that is even less,”
Pesquet-Popescu concedes. “We do all we
can, but we are not the only stakeholders.
If every actor takes responsibility and
tries to improve perhaps we can keep the
Earth on a safe trajectory.” \\

